
Travel and events produce extra CO2  and other emissions that disproportionately 
affect many of the poorest countries. With your donation, TWP will offset this 
additional CO2  while also helping impoverished communities. 

Why Offset with TWP?

$20

How much does 
it cost?

2.0 
tons 
CO2

A carbon offset is a unit of carbon dioxide (CO2) that is reduced, 
avoided, or sequestered to compensate for emissions occurring 
elsewhere. This also includes a variety of other air pollutants. 

What We Do
Trees, Water & People is Positive Legacy’s Carbon Offset partner for all Cloud 9 
Adventures. We work to offset the emissions from Cloud 9 cruise events (air travel 
and fuel burned by ship)and the land events (air travel and resort carbon footprint). 

How We Work
TWP manages reforestation, renewable energy, and environmental education programs in Central America and 
U.S. Tribal Lands using a community-based approach that helps local people move out of poverty. 

Reforestation
Each Avocado tree being planted in this photo will
sequester at least ONE TON of CO2, and will also:

•	 Produce thousands of calories for hungry families 
•	 Stabilize soil and prevent erosion and mudslides
•	 Generate income for people who sell avocados
•	 Provide shade, habitat and canopy cover 

*We plant 28 different species of trees that sequester CO2

Clean Cookstoves
Each efficient cookstove installed will prevent up to 10 TONS of CO2 emissions 
during its useful life, and will also:

•	 Prevent women and children from breathing in the equivalent of two packs 
worth of cigarette smoke per day

•	 Prevent lethal burns experienced by kids falling into open fires
•	 Will reduce the amount of time women and children collect firewood by half 

What is a Carbon Offset?
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PositiveLegacyDonations:  $78,118
EventGuestDonations:       $45,317 
Trees planted:                                                          33,889
Stoves built:                                                            428

Tons CO2 Offset:                                                     12,361 
That’s the equivalent of taking 2,630 cars off the 
road for a full year (4.7 tons per car, per year)!Ou
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